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Press Release
CUAC’s EVP SPEAKS AT THE AUTO FINANCE SUMMIT IN LAS VEGAS
Kurt Howard, Executive Vice President of Credit Union Acceptance Co. LLC, was a speaker
at the 2017 Auto Finance Summit in Las Vegas, NV. Kurt discussed the role of smaller
auto finance companies and their distinct advantages during AFS’s “Small Lenders &
Credit Unions Workshop.” Kurt discussed the opportunities for maximizing loans while
mitigating risk, advertising, and how collaboration and technology are crucial and remain
vital for small lenders.
Kurt’s background spans more than 26 years in the credit and collections industry,
primarily in automobile lending. Throughout his years in the industry, he has played an
integral role in the development and implementation of policies and procedures in the
areas of credit & financial analysis, credit scoring, loan origination & servicing.
For nearly two decades, Kurt has served as the Executive Vice President of Credit Union
Acceptance Corporation (CUAC). As the lead role for the indirect automobile lending
services of a multi-owned Credit Union Service Organization (CUSO), Kurt has been
instrumental in the development of the lending systems and infrastructure which funds
nearly $1.6 billion in indirect automobile loans annually for 200 Credit Unions nationally.
Credit Union Acceptance Company, LLC (CUAC) is a division of Credit Union Alliance, LLC.
It was created in 1998 by Credit Unions to help Credit Unions retain member loans, grow
auto loan portfolios and increase membership by enabling them to provide point‐of‐sale
finance at the dealership. CUAC offers a full line of point‐of‐sale lending services and the
flexibility to design a program that meets Credit Union needs. CUAC works with our clients
every step of the way to construct the perfect program for them. For more information,
visit www.cuac.com.
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